
Salon Business



yes! you’re about to open your own salon. you 

rock! let’s start the beginning stages of 

cultivating the type of business you want 

to create! 

 

This book does have interactive sections to help 

yyou stay engaged and have a better understanding 

of how this information coincides with your 

particular business situation.



Business Educators

 Ashley is the Administrative Director of SALT. She 
has been with the company since 2015 and oversees 
all three brands, SALT Hair, SALT Society, and 
Society Brand. Throughout the duration of this 
book, she will be going over how to identify your 
salon’s culture, target market, and tips on finding 
yyour perfect location.

 Sarah is the Marketing and Social Media Manager 
for SALT. She has been with the company since 
January of 2018 and has helped Jamie cultivate 
the visual brands behind SALT. In this book she 
goes through the steps to brand your business 
by creating your aesthetic and vision, 
ununderstanding your marketing goals, and 
captivating your target audience. she will help to
make your marketing count in a sea of hair posts!

Nicole is the Salon Manager of SALT Hair. 
Overseeing the staff and making sure things are 
running smoothly and in a positive way, is her Jam! 
In this book she covers business policies and salon 
systems, along with hiring training, and managing 
your entire team! Her knowledge is crucial to 
nnavigating your day to day operations!
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Pinpoint Your Purpose

 In addition. self-reflection will help you flesh out your salon culture. To get
you started, we have compiled a list of valued traits on the following page. 
Circle the ones that stand out to you and that you wish to implement in 
your business.



Accomplishment   Accountability   Accuracy Achievement   

Adaptability   Capable   Cleanliness  Commitment   Communication   

Community  Compassion  Confidence  Connection  Consistency

Cooperation  Courage  Courtesy  Creativity  Credibility  

Decisiveness  Dedication  Dependability  Determination Discipline  

Efficiency  Empower  Enjoyment  Excellence  Experience  

FFairness  Fearless  Fun  Generosity Giving  Honesty Individuality  

Innovation  Inspiring  Integrity  Intelligence  Joy  Kindness 

Knowledge  Leadership  Learning  Loyalty  Motivation  Optimism  

Order  Organization Originality  Persistence  Power  Productivity  

Professionalism  Purpose  Quality  Respect  Responsibility  

Results-oriented  Reverence  Risk  Satisfaction  Sharing  Strength  

Structure  Success  Teamwork  Timeliness  Transparency  

TTrust  Truth  Understanding  Uniqueness  Unity Vision

core    values

Circle 5-10 values that best represent you!

What do you truly believe in?



These are not the sole questions to consider, but they will help you
to begin visualizing your demographic. To further assist, we’ve 
included a selection of images on the following page to give you a 
reference for what your potential market could look like. Look
through them, keeping these questions in mind, to create a more 
well-rounded sense of who you want stepping inside your 
establishment. It is also good practice to keep in mind personal establishment. It is also good practice to keep in mind personal 
experience, either behind the chair or in the chair, and how these 
interactions shape your vision of a stylist-client relationship.

-How old is your ideal client?

-Where do they live?

-What is their average income?

-What does the client do for leisure? 

-Where does the client shop?

What are their wants, needs, and interests?



ideal clientele







my mission statement



building your business



-Employee Schedules

-Time Management
 

-Dress Code

-Conduct Expectations

-Employee Accountability

-Intro & Probation Periods-Intro & Probation Periods

-Employee Benefits





the vibe attracts the tribe







 In today’s world of social media driven marketing, word of mouth doesn’t cut 
it anymore. There are so many talented artists out there, it’s important to know
how to get your work seen by potential clients and more importantly, your ideal 
clientele. Think of it this way, if you have your ideal client in your chair, you’re 
going to connect with them, they are going to trust you, and you’re going to love 
the type of hair you are creating. Ultimately leading you to feel artistically
fulfilled and potentially fully booked and feeling financially fulfilled as well!fulfilled and potentially fully booked and feeling financially fulfilled as well!

 Brand identity will play a huge part in the marketing of your business. Especially 
on social media platforms (which ding-ding, is currently FREE). Based off of the 
target market you narrowed down earlier, we will be building off this information 
to market directly to that demographic.

brand identity
& awareness



 If you do not have a pinterest account, please start one! There are SO many 
inspirational images that you can use to create a brand board for your business. 
Start collecting images that make you happy and give off the same vibes, colors, 
words, etc. as your business. Take a look at an example we created for SALT HAIR. 
This captures the feeling you get when you walk in the doors of SALT. This 
brand board is a great way to develop your brand visually. 

 The next step we suggest taking in developing your brand visually, is creating a 
logo. Your logo is going to be the first thing that a consumer will see to recognize
your brand. Below are some tips to creating a logo. 



 Before you start marketing your brand, it’s important to have some goals in 
mind. What are you trying to achieve with your marketing? Is it company 
awareness? Is your goal to reach your ideal client or new leads? Or to attract 
your team? Even retail sales? Maybe it is all of these above at some point, but 
take a second to write down the main objectives for your marketing strategy.
Here are examples of goals we have sought to achieve:
    

Building your team

New client leads

Retail sales 

Building company awareness

How will acheiving these goals captivate your particular audience? With the 
sea of hair content all over instagram and social media - how do you, your 
brand, and your stylists stand out? 
They all factor into your marketing strategy.

Some key benefits to having a marketing strategy are increasing brand 
awareness, growing a larger audience, connecting with your audience, 
increasing your client traffic and generating more leads. Ultimately, this leads
to more income! Don’t be fooled though, this takes a lot of energy, time, 
and patience; but will pay off in the end! 



 Step 1: Visuals (photos, aesthetic) - The photos you expose to the internet are the 
ultimate first impression of your work and brand. We know it can be exhausting, 
and sometimes feel redundant, but it is so important to be putting your best foot 
or photos in this matter, forward. When it comes to attacking you ideal client, you 
should be posting the type of hair you are looking to do. For example, if you salon 
is a creative color based salon, post creative color. If you specialize in vivids, post 
your vivid work. This will your vivid work. This will automatically put you in that particular niche for your 
ideal client to find you. Keep in mind that the brader your focus, does not 
necessarily mean you are going to reach more people. 

 Step 2: Captions ( “salon vibe” verbiage) - Writing good Instagram captions may 
not be as important as your Instagram feed, but they still play a critical role. And 
not just in terms of building a community around your brand. Writing good 
Instagram captions is important because it could be the key to having your post 
seen by more peoplseen by more people. For example a lot of stylists/salon caption their photos a 
particular color like coffee, hazelnut, icy queen etc. As easy it is to name a color, 
this is not doing anything for people searching. Try captions that explain what you 
did, educating the client on what type of service it took to achieve this look (not 
including pricing!). Simply put, a good Instagram caption is one that provides 
context, adds personality, and inspires your followers to take action.

 The same goes for hashtags you are using. Now that Instagram allows you to 
search and follow certain hashtags, you want to be overly specific about what you search and follow certain hashtags, you want to be overly specific about what you 
hashtagging. For example the hashtag #balayage has been used over 16 MILLION 
times.. And guess what unless you photo has thousands of likes, your not 
populating at the top. So using more area specific hashtags will help with that. For 
example we use #ctbalayage for Connecticut balayage. This allows people in your 
area (who will most likely be the clients in your chair) to search are find you! No 
one is searching for salons across the country to go to!



Step 3: Personalize your brand (show your personality, originality) - allowing 
others to see that you are a person or brand of creative individuals is a great way 
to let your ideal client connect with you before even meeting you or stepping 
into your space. A great way to do this is finding other images (similar to your 
brand board) to add to your feed. Another great way to showcase your personality 
are photos of yourself! You may not be comfortable in front of the camera, but 
photos of you working or videos of your process in which you are doing photos of you working or videos of your process in which you are doing 
something are great ways to not only show you know what you are doing but 
your personality as well. Introducing yourself and staff in some way will allow 
you to connect with potential clients. 

Your IG or FB bio should reflect your business in a straightforward yet captivating 
way. For example SALT Hairs bio says exactly who we are, what we are about, and 
how to contact us. It is critical that your salon account be a business account on 
whatever social media platform you are usinwhatever social media platform you are using. A business account allows you to 
track the interacting you are having with others. From demographic, to likes, to 
what time of day you receive the most traffic to your page! 

Step 4: Favorite planning apps - Posting consistently is imperative to social media 
marketing. If your business is posting 1-3 times a day, that should be everyday.
 
Snug - allows you to visual plan out your feed

SSprout Social - allows you can schedule our your posts in advance. We love this 
because it had the whole analytical component to it.
 
*Your salon and stylist accounts should all be “Business” and not “Personal” 
accounts that way you have the analytical benefit that Instgram offers.*

Photo editing apps -
Facetune & Lightroom - allows you whiten the background of your photos.



Step 5: Group promoting is key. “Teamwork makes the dream work”. All of your 
stylists should play a part in not only contributing content to the salon’s social 
media account, but also promoting the salon on their stylist accounts.

Other social media strategies to utilize when growing your business are 
Instagram and Facebook LIVES and paid for Ads. Video can be as strong, if 
not stronger, than a still image. Play around with both of these social media 
strategies. It may take a little while to get used to it, but it is well worth it!strategies. It may take a little while to get used to it, but it is well worth it!
 

Now that you have the 5 key ingredients to targeting your ideal client, 
demographic, and ideal team it’s now time to get out there are show people 
what is happening in your salon and the mission and message your business 
is trying to convey!



 Guess what, babe? With all the information you have just written down - 
you’ve begun creating your business plan! Yay! 

We went over…

Salon Culture

Target Market

Creating a Mission Statement

Finding Your Ideal Location and Product Lines

Business Policies
 

Salon SystemsSalon Systems
 

Hiring, Managing and Training Your Staff 
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